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made in establishing in cities private parks, which improve
the air of neighbouring houses, and in planting, in dry districts,
forests which improve the climatic conditions of the surround-
ing country. Such services are also rendered by investments
on the part of factory owners in smoke-consuming devices;
for these, besides economising fuel for their owners, also
diminish the washing bills of people living near by. They
are rendered, again, by resources devoted to developing in-
dustries of decreasing supply price, in which expansion of
aggregate output makes possible the introduction of new ex-
ternal or (in single-firm industries) internal economics. Per
contra the value of the marginal social net product falls short
of the value of the marginal private net product when re-
sources yield, besides the commodity which is sold and paid
for, a dis-commodity for which those on whom it is inflicted
are unable to exact compensation. Thus incidental uncharged
disservices are rendered to third parties when the owner of a
site in the residential quarter of a city builds a factory there
and so destroys a great part of the amenities of neighbouring
sites ; or when he invests resources in erecting in a crowded
centre buildings which, by contracting the air space and the
playing room of the neighbourhood, injure the health and
efficiency of the families living there. In like manner un-
charged disservices are rendered by resources devoted to
developing industries of increasing supply price from the
standpoint of the community, if there are any such, i.e. in-
dustries in respect of which an increase in output involves
an increase in the supply price to the community.1 It would
be easy to multiply examples of these two sorts of divergence
between the values at the margin of private and of social net
products. The existence of these divergences is bound to
lead to maladjustments. It is, of course, possible to conceive
a state of affairs in which the value of the marginal private
net product of the resources employed differs from the value
of the marginal social net product, whether by defect or by
excess, to exactly the same extent in all occupations. In
this case there would be no maladjustments. But the case is
1 As is pointed out in The Economics of Welfare, industries of increasing
supply price, in which higher prices are associated with larger outputs merely
because the use of land has to be paid for at a higher rate, do not fall into
this class. Of. loc. cit. part ii, chap, xi, § 5.
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